As the world continues on its digitization revolution, sharing data and enabling collaboration is a core business requirement. While the sharing of data has become easier with digitization, this also brings the risk of losing track of the confidentiality of this data. Now more than ever it is important to keep track of what data is shared and with whom. By combining Microsoft technology with KPMG’s data governance advisory services, the data security of your organization can be right on track.

**Outcomes**

**Expertise**
KPMG member firms and Microsoft work together with you throughout your data governance program.

**Data inventory**
Determine Microsoft ‘powered’ data flows and design the data classification policy.

**Roadmap**
Define implementation roadmap, including requirements for education, configuration and compliance.

**Roll-out**
Implement data classification and security policy enforcement using Azure Information Protection.

**Capabilities**

**Data Governance Program**
The Data Governance Program enables organizations to further mature their data handling and security. The strengths of Microsoft technology and the expertise of KPMG cyber security professionals are combined to create a sustainable way of categorizing and actively protecting data within your organization.

**KPMG: Data Governance model**
The model supports a customized program to enhance data management and security.

**Microsoft Azure Information Protection (AIP) scanner**
Discover unstructured personal data in Microsoft SharePoint Server sites and CIFS based storage locations.
Scope

This joint proposition program consists of a data inventory assessment, policies to classify and protect data during its lifecycle, a roadmap to efficiently implement the technology and supporting processes and the capabilities for continuous improvement. The results of this joint offering can help clients overcome compliance gaps and extend their data security by a portfolio of capabilities that combines KPMG cyber security, data management and industry experience with Microsoft’s Azure Information Protection technology.

Why Microsoft and KPMG?

People
Our respective cyber security teams include recognized industry leaders and highly experienced professionals.

Experience
Both Microsoft and KPMG member firms have supported clients advising on niche security challenges to delivering data governance programs in complex and highly-regulated industries.

Global, local
Between Microsoft and KPMG’s world-wide reach, we are able to work in a consistent manner with global organizations and their entities across multiple territories at a local level.

Approach
Using a tried and tested proprietary approach, Microsoft and KPMG professionals can help cut through complexity and expedite your information security activities.
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